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About the Author

Neeta is the author of the popular A-Z 
self-help series.

With an ever-expanding love for health 
and wellbeing, Neeta started to delve into 
the world of mindset and simple ways to 
alleviate stress during daily modern life.

Writing always helped her feel creative. 
Neeta hopes to inspire and be inspired 
by anyone interested in maintaining an 
optimistic outlook during the rollercoaster 
called life!

MY SUPER-COMPACT SELF-CARE SCRIPT

NEETA OZA

My Super-Compact Self-Care Script is a must-read A-Z guide for 
anyone who needs a helping hand to learn self-care strategies for life. 
Self-care is not selfish, far from it, nor is it a millennial buzzword with 
no real meaning.

Neeta Oza, fitness entrepreneur and author, has created this mini 
micro manual for anyone who understands they need to step-up their 
self-care skills in order to bring their best to their health, relationships, 
life and work.

*Book 4 in the A-Z self-help series:  
My Mini-Micro Mindset Manual
My Back-to-Basics Business Bible
My Fun-Filled Fitness Folio
My Super-Compact Self-Care Script

Release date: December 2019

ISBN paperback:  978-1-9993006-6-1

Category: Self-help, self-care 

RRP: £12.99 

Page count: 64

Rights: World



About the Author
GEN ALPHA-Z

VARIOUS AUTHORS

Gen Alpha-Z is a powerful little book that packs a massive literary 
punch. The sequel to the successful debut, The Originals, Gen 
Alpha-Z is a breath-taking collection of incredible short stories 
written by talented young writers aged between six and 21 years 
around the world. 

The hugely talented authors of Gen Alpha-Z entered The little BIG 
Book Competition run by The Lil’ Author Skool in 2018-2019. 
Judged by an independent panel, eight stories won the opportunity 
to be published in this new anthology and a further 16 were chosen 
as stand-out stories that also merited publication. Launching on 
Universal Children’s Day – 20th November 2019 - #GenAlphaZ is 
set to be a huge success that showcases the astoundingly high quality 
of writing by today’s children and teenagers—the next generation 
of authors are already showing what they’re capable of and it’s 
incredibly exciting for the future of literature!

Release date: November 2019

ISBN Paperback: 978-1-9993006-8-5

Category: General Fiction, Short 
Stories, Anthology (Children’s/Teenage) 

RRP: £6.99

Page count: 144

Rights: World

The Lil’ Author Skool is a not for profit 
organisation. It was founded in 2016 by 
London born author A. Bello, who wrote 
her debut novel ‘Emily Knight I am. . .’ 
aged 12! The Lil’ Author Skool is  
passionate about encouraging young people 
to read and write and want to give them 
as many free and affordable opportunities. 
The Lil’ Author Skool is part of The 
Author School (GB Entrepreneur Awards 
Finalists 2016) and we help young writers 
aged five to 21 years old.

The little BIG Book Comp started in 2016 
and The Originals was our first book. Gen 
Alpha-Z is the second.



About the Author
PIVOTAL

NIKKI VALLANCE

Sliding Doors meets The Versions of Us

When a mysterious bequest throws the lives of four women into 
chaos, they seek support from hypnotherapist, Dr Kath O’Hannon. 
Through a process of self-discovery, their new-found knowledge 
weighs heavily, as they unpick four decades of life choices, and are 
forced to make bold decisions about the next stage of their journeys. 
Accepting the offer of building a Tango School business would set 
them on a very different path, but first they need to tackle their past 
before considering stepping into an unknown future. . . 

Pivotal is a split narrative, relationship mystery portraying the 
impact of a pivotal moment, on four women in their forties who 
live seemingly unconnected lives. The novel addresses the interplay 
of chance and destiny on our lives, and explores the common expe-
riences and dilemmas of ordinary women, questioning the paths 
they have chosen over the previous decades. A story with many 
twists and turns, described as a mystery within a mystery.

Is life guided by self-determination or destiny? How many doors does 
one person unwittingly open – and close - in a lifetime? When you pass 
through a door, how could your life change forever? Or, do you have 
power over who you become through the choices you make?

*PR for this author/book includes BBC radio, Women’s Radio, St 
Alban’s Podcast, That’s Life!, blog tour

Nikki  is a writer and coach who works with 
others to unlock their writing talents. She 
runs coaching programs and one to one 
sessions to help aspiring writers achieve 
their goals.

She began writing her debut book Pivotal 
nine years ago, whilst still working in 
her recruitment  career, following a flash 
of inspiration in a session with her own 
coach. She has given talks and presenta-
tions on her writing process and career.

Nikki is married with a blended family 
of five children across two hemispheres. 
Although a beginner, she’s a big fan of 
Argentine Tango, which she hopes to dance 
in Buenos Aires one day.

Release date: October 2019

ISBN Paperback: 978-1-9993006-7-8

Category: Fiction 

RRP: £12.99 

Page count: 432

Rights: World



About the Author
TICKING OFF BREAST CANCER

SARA LIyANAgE

Sara is a married, forty-something, mother of two and part-time lawyer 
in London. When breast cancer appears on her never-ending to-do list, 
Sara’s life is thrown upside down.

Ticking Off Breast Cancer is a chronological narrative of Sara’s life 
from the day of her primary breast cancer diagnosis and throughout 
treatment. Sara opens up with heart-wrenching honesty, as she deals 
with the physical, emotional and mental challenges thrown at her by 
cancer. Accompanying her on the rollercoater of cancer struggles are 
plenty of light-hearted, positive moments.

This is a no-holds-barred insight into the day-to-day realities of breast 
cancer treatment aimed at supporting the patient as well as their family 
and friends. Packed with helpful to-do lists, Ticking Off Breats Cancer 
provides thoughtful and helpful advice for every step of the way.

“Ticking Off Breat Cancer is a candid, thoughtful account of the way 
Sara dealt with a breast cancer diagnosis. She is one impressive woman.” 
- Victoria Derbyshire

*PR for this author/book includes Prima, Woman, Woman’s Way, The 
Menopause Exchange, CURE Magazine, blog tour

Sara lives in Hertfordshire with her 
husband of fifteen years, their two children 
and a dog who likes to eat socks.

In October 2016, Sara was diagnosed with 
breast cancer at the age of forty-two. Not 
ever expecting to be diagnosed with breast 
cancer and having to deal with the impact 
that cancer can have on an already busy 
life (one involving a juggling motherhood, 
working and everything else that a for-
ty-something year old woman has to fit in 
her life) Sara decided to use her experience 
to help others who were going through the 
same thing.

Release date: September 2019

ISBN Paperback: 978-1-9993006-9-2

Category: Non-fiction memoir

RRP: £12.99 

Page count: 288

Rights: World



About the Author
MY FUN-FILLED FITNESS FOLIO

NEETA OZA

My Fun-Filled Fitness Folio is an inspirational A-Z guide to keeping 
fit by Yoga and Pilates instructor and all-round health, fitness and 
wellbeing lover, Neeta Oza. This powerful little book offers tips and 
inspiration to keep newbies - through to fitness fanatics - on track, 
to keep life flowing during times of finesse and fireworks.

*Book 3 in the A-Z self-help series: 
My Mini-Micro Mindset Manual
My Back-to-Basics Business Bible
My Fun-Filled Fitness Folio
My Super-Compact Self-Care Script

*PR for this author/book includes BBC Radio Asian Network, 
Mummy, But Still Me blog, Yours magazine, Soul & Spirit.

Release date: September 2019

ISBN Paperback: 9781999300647

Category: Health/Fitness

RRP: £5.99

Page count: 64

Rights: World

Neeta is a qualified Yoga and Pilates 
Instructor. With an ever-expanding love 
for health, wellbeing and business, Neeta 
started to delve into the world of Mindset 
and simple ways to alleviate stress during 
daily modern life. Author of the My 
Mini-Micro series, Neeta hopes to inspire 
and be inspired by anyone interested in 
maintaining an optimistic outlook during 
the rollercoaster called life!



About the Author
STARS OF PARADISE

MARy OBOZUA 

What do you get when you mix an awesome flying machine, exotic 
birds and a singing contest? Stars of Paradise, of course! It’s carnival 
time in Marshill. Follow the adventures of Daisy, Ewe, Fifi, Esi, 
Danny and Ayo as they face their biggest challenge yet. How can 
they win the big mystery prize in the singing contest? How can they 
be in two places at once? What can Daisy and Ewe invent to save 
the day? The adventure begins with the delivery of a very important 
golden letter. . .

An easy read book that promotes diversity, S.T.E.M and friendship 

*Book 1 of The WLDE series

*PR for this author/book includes Teach Primary, The Family 
Grapevine.

From designing shoes, developing 
her brand ‘Mary Smith’, live singing, 
mentoring young women and telling stories 
to her nieces and nephews, Mary Obozua 
has now added ‘Author’ to the list. Mary 
grew up as part of a large family without 
a TV in sight. She credits this upbringing 
to stimulating her creative side as she had 
to create stories to entertain her younger 
siblings whilst baby sitting. Inspired by 
watching the humorous relationship 
between her younger sister and her best 
friends, ‘The Wonderful Life of Daisy 
and Ewe’ series was born with ‘Stars of 
Paradise’ the first book from the series. She 
promises the series to bring girl power, a 
multicultural cast, mystery and fun packed 
adventures.

Release date: July 2019 

ISBN Paperback: 9781999300654

Category: Children’s book

RRP: £6.99

Page count: 96

Rights: World



About the Author
MY BACK-TO-BASICS BUSINESS BIBLE

NEETA OZA

My Back-To-Basics Business Bible is a must read A-Z guide for 
anyone who wants help building their own buisness or taking it to 
the next level.This powerful little book is filled packed with simple 
tips and ideas.

*Book 2 in the A-Z self-help series: 
My Mini-Micro Mindset Manual
My Back-to-Basics Business Bible
My Fun-Filled Fitness Folio
My Super-Compact Self-Care Script

*PR for this author/book includes First Voice, BBC Radio Asian 
Network, Mummy, But Still Me blog, Yours magazine.

Release date: May 2019 

ISBN Paperback: 9781999300630

Category: Business

RRP: £5.99

Page count: 64

Rights: World

Neeta is a qualified Yoga and Pilates 
Instructor. With an ever-expanding love 
for health, wellbeing and business, Neeta 
started to delve into the world of Mindset 
and simple ways to alleviate stress during 
daily modern life. Author of the My 
Mini-Micro series, Neeta hopes to inspire 
and be inspired by anyone interested in 
maintaining an optimistic outlook during 
the rollercoaster called life!



About the Author
LIES BEHIND THE RUIN

HELEN MATTHEWS

Emma and Paul live a contented life in England with their children 
but when an incident at work, leaves Paul redundant, he relocates the 
family to France.

Emma finds herself isolated in a foreign country as she battles 
financial issues, depression and building a house from scratch. Then 
the mysterious Eve appears into her life. 

She knows Paul has a secret but what is it?

*PR for this author/book includes BBC Radio, The Book Review 
Cafe, Love Writing, Farnham Literary Festival 2019, LoveReading, 
Living France Magazine.

Release date: April 2019

ISBN Paperback: 9781999300616

Category: Suspense Fiction

RRP: £7.99

Page count: 352

Rights: World

Helen Matthews is the author of debut 
novel ‘After Leaving the Village’, winner 
of the Winchester Writers’ Festival prize 
for opening pages of a novel. Helen has 
been awarded prizes for short stories and 
published in the literary journal Artificium. 
As a freelancer, she writes content for 
websites and business magazines and 
has, in the past, been published in The 
Guardian and had columns broadcast on 
BBC radio.

She is married with two grown-up children 
and lives in Hampshire.



About the Author
THE GHOSTELEERS

PHILIP BEICKEN

When Norman accidentally blows himself up with his pet cat, 
Morph, they awake to find themselves in a new and mysterious 
world. Greeted by the bubbly Sir Poop, the pair are invited to join 
an elite, highly trained team of Ghosteleers. Their ongoing mission 
is to protect very special humans from harm by using their amazing 
telekinetic powers. 

Unfortunately for Norman, he quickly discovers his skilful cat is the 
one with the ability and brains. 

The most important fight in the history of the planet is about to take 
place. Thankfully, Norman’s cat is going to be there. 

*Book 1 in the series launched on World Book Day 2019

*PR for this author/book includes school book tours 20+ schools, 
UK Southern Book Show 2019, Mojomums.

Release date: March 2019

ISBN Paperback: 9781999805395

Category: Children’s Middle Grade

RRP: £6.99

Page count: 112

Rights: World

Philip Beicken was born in Galway, Ireland, 
grew up in England and has a German 
passport. He is married with two great 
kids, based in West Sussex. 

The Ghosteleers is his debut novel for 
children and the first book in the series.



About the Author
MY MINI-MICRO MINDSET MANUAL

NEETA OZA

My Mini-Mindest Manual is a must read A-Z guide for anyone who 
wants to know more about the power of mindset. This powerful 
little book is packed with simple tips, ideas and supportive words, to 
potentially turn your life around.

(Half of the author’s royalties are donated to MIND charity)

*Book 1 in the A-Z self-help series: 
My Mini-Micro Mindset Manual
My Back-to-Basics Business Bible
My Fun-Filled Fitness Folio
My Super-Compact Self-Care Script

*PR for this author/book includes BBC Radio Asian Network, 
Mummy, But Still Me blog, Yours magazine.

* Nominated for The People’s Book Prize 2019

Release date: January 2019

ISBN Paperback: 9781999805388

Category: Health/Wellbeing

RRP: £9.99

Page count: 64

Rights: World

Neeta is a qualified Yoga and Pilates 
Instructor. With an ever-expanding love 
for health, wellbeing and business, Neeta 
started to delve into the world of Mindset 
and simple ways to alleviate stress during 
daily modern life. Author of the My 
Mini-Micro series, Neeta hopes to inspire 
and be inspired by anyone interested in 
maintaining an optimistic outlook during 
the rollercoaster called life!



MY FREEDOM DIARY & JOURNAL

JULIA KEyS AND JACQUI COLES

Created by the co-authors of best-selling self-help book, The 
MANScript, to help anyone who has been cheated on to let go of 
the emotions preventing them from moving forward with life. It is a 
safe place to offload thoughts without judgement or fear of recrim-
ination, with positive affirmations, a diary section, and step-by-
step guidance; with encouragement to write down goals, thoughts, 
worries, emotions, fears, and plans for the future. 

Journalling is a creative strategy—used by Julia Keys—that was instru-
mental in the healing process, following her marriage breakdown 
from TV presenter, Richard Keys. It’s also a strategy that is highly 
recommended in The MANScript.  By using the journal in your own 
way, at your own pace, it provides an opportunity to heal and thrive, 
increasing your awareness of who you are and what you want from 
life. ‘My Freedom Diary & Journal’ will help you become stronger 
and more secure in your own identity, encouraging you to forge a 
path to identify and achieve what you desire from life.

*PR for the authors/book includes The Independent, The Sun, Daily 
Mirror, Daily Mail, Daily Express, Loose Women, This Morning, 
Fabulous magazine.

Release date: November 2018

ISBN Paperback: 9780995780613  

Category: Diary/Journal

RRP: £14.99

Page count: 354

Rights: World

Julia Keys and Jacqui Coles are the authors 
of the number 1 bestselling relationship 
book on Amazon and Waterstones, The 
MANScript and diary and journal - My 
Freedom Dairy & Journal.  The MANScript 
has been featured on Loose Women, 
Fabulous Magazine, Good Morning. Julia 
has a professional background in nursing, 
counselling and psychotherapy; her spe-
cialist subjects include dealing with rela-
tionships, mental health issues and eating 
disorders. Jacqui Jacqui is a registered 
nurse, midwife and health visitor.

The authors are regularly called upon by 
the media to give relationship advice on 
TV/ radio and magazines.

About the Authors



About the Author
A GIRL BEHIND DARK GLASSES

JESSICA TAyLOR-BEARMAN

From a darkened world, bound by four walls, a young woman 
called Jessica tells the tale of her battle against the M.E Monster. 
The severest form of M.E went to war with her at just 15 years old. 
From beneath her dark glasses, Jessica glimpses a world far different 
from the one she remembers as a teenage schoolgirl. This true story 
follows her path as she ends up living in hospital for years with 
tubes keeping her alive.

*Number 1 on Amazon and Waterstones

*PR for this author/book includes star of the Netflix film Unrest, 
Marie Claire, Metro, BBC News, BBC Radio, The Independent, 
Mirror, Daily Telegraph, Talk Radio.

*Nominated for The People’s Book Prize 2019

Release date: July 2018

ISBN Paperback: 9781999805357

Category: Memoir, YA/Teen

RRP: £12.99

Page count: 242

Rights: World

Jessica Taylor-Bearman’s debut novel A 
Girl Behind Dark Glasses is a number 1 
bestseller on Amazon and Waterstones. It 
explores her personal experience aged 15, 
instead of partying, studying and social-
ising, she would rapidly become bed-rid-
den, ultimately unable to move, speak, but 
despite the odds, Jessica never gave up.

Jessica lives with her husband and baby in 
Kent, England.



About the Author
IN THE FAST LANE

LOTTE MOORE

In the Fast Lane is a story for those of us trying, sometimes failing, 
to keep all the juggling balls in the air! A complex web of family 
relationships and life challenges is vividly weaved by Lotte Moore, 
who exposes both the craziness and triviality of life ‘in the fast 
lane’. Marriage breakdowns and corruption, catastrophe and chaos, 
romance and relationships, this is an emotional, moving portrait of 
the ups and downs of family life, and poses the question – can we 
ever be truly happy living in the fast lane?

In The Fast Lane, written by prolific 82-year-old author Lotte 
Moore, is an emotional, moving portrait of the surprising benefits 
of suddenly being needed again in old age. 

*Nominated for the People’s Book Prize 2018

*PR for this author/book includes Daily Express, Chiswick Life, 
Absolutely Chiswick, BBC Radio, CUB Magazine, Bolder Magazine.

Release date: May 2018

ISBN Paperback: 9781999805302

Category: Contemporary Fiction, 
Family

RRP: £7.99

Page count: 400

Rights: World

Lotte has written more than 25 published 
books for children yet only started writing 
aged 70.  In the Fast Lane is her first adult 
book. Lotte dedicates her time, freely, every 
week, to read her stories to children in pre-
schools and primary schools, and she’s 
always particularly busy around World 
Book Day. 

Having grown up during World War Two, 
she has seen and experienced a lot in her 
life, and continues to build contemporary 
fictional characters and worlds that reflect 
what is happening right now in society.
Lotte lives with her husband in Chiswick, 
West London.



About the Author
THE ORIGINALS

VARIOUS AUTHORS

The Originals is a powerful book that packs a massive literary 
punch. Each story in this breath-taking collection is written by 
talented young writers aged between six and 21 years. These young 
authors entered The little BIG Book Competition run by The Lil’ 
Author Skool in 2017. Judged by an independent panel, eight stories 
selected to be in this new anthology won and a further 16 were 
chosen as stand-out stories that merited publication. 

Hundreds of submissions were received from young writers from 
around the world, from England to Hong Kong, Ireland to Scotland, 
Belgium to the United States. 

Launched on World Book Day 2018, The Originals showcases 
the astoundingly high quality of writing by today’s children and 
teenagers; the next generation of authors are already showing what 
they’re capable of and it’s incredibly exciting for the future of  
literature.

*PR for these authors/book includes The Bookseller, In The 
Moment Magazine.

Release date: March 2018

ISBN Paperback: 97801999805326

Category: General Fiction, Short 
Stories, Anthology (Children’s/Teenage)

RRP: £6.99

Page count: 144

Rights: World

The Lil' Author Skool is a not for 
profit organisation, founded in 2016 by 
award-winning children's/YA author A. 
Bello. The Lil' Author Skool is passionate 
about encouraging young writers aged five 
to 21 years old through The little BIG Book 
Competition to write original content 
with the chance of getting published.  The 
Originals is their first book.



About the Author
AFTER LEAVING THE VILLAGE

HELEN MATTHEWS

Two women. Two villages. Different destinies. Odeta’s life has shrunk 
to a daily round of drudgery, running her father’s grocery store in a 
remote Albanian village. One day a stranger from Tirana walks into 
the shop and promises her a new career in London. Odeta’s life is 
about to change, but not in the way she expected. 

Journalist Kate lives on a quiet London street and seems to have a 
perfect life but she worries about her son Ben, who struggles to make 
friends. Kate blames the internet and disconnects her family from 
the online world so they can get to know their neighbours. On a 
visit to her home village in Wales, Kate is forced to confront a secret 
from her past. But greater danger lies closer to home. Perhaps Kate’s 
neighbours are not the friendly community they seem.

*PR for this author/book includes BBC Radio, The Book Review 
Cafe, Love Writing, Farnham Literary Festival 2019.

Helen Matthews is the author of debut 
novel ‘After Leaving the Village’, winner 
of the Winchester Writers’ Festival prize 
for opening pages of a novel. Helen has 
been awarded prizes for short stories and 
published in the literary journal Artifi-
cium. As a freelancer, she writes content 
for websites and business magazines and 
has, in the past, been published in The 
Guardian and had columns broadcast on 
BBC radio.

She is married with two grown-up children 
and lives in Hampshire. 

Release date: October 2017

ISBN Paperback: 9780995780682

Category: Thriller/Suspense Fiction

RRP: £7.99

Page count: 336

Rights: World



About the Author
EMILY KNIGHT I AM. . .  AWAKENED

A. BELLO

Emily Knight is BACK! The eagerly awaited second book of the 
Emily Knight series.

Dark times are upon us. Neci is back and she is more dangerous 
than ever. The warriors are forced to pick a side and to stand up 
for what they believe in. The race is on to find the missing warrior 
first. It’s the only way to prevent a war from happening and to stop 
Neci from destroying everything. Emily Knight has to get sharper, 
stronger and faster because Neci has made her a target and someone 
is going to great lengths to hurt her. Can Emily win the race? Or will 
Neci take her down once and for all?

*Book 2 in the series:
Emily Knight I am. . .
Emily Knight I am. . . Awakened
Book 3 out Spring 2020

*Launched at Waterstones and sold out on launch day.

*Nominated for 2019 CILIP Carnegie Award

*Winner of London’s Big Read 2019

*PR for this author/book includes Cosmopolitan, Female First, 
The British Blacklist, The Bookseller, The Authors Podcast, London 
Post, BookBrunch, The Bookseller, London Live TV.

Release date: September 2017

ISBN Paperback: 9780995780644 

Category: Middle Grade/Teen

RRP: £7.99

Page count: 320

Rights: World

A.Bello received rave reviews for her debut 
book, ‘Emily Knight I Am...’, as well 
as outstanding success with her Emily 
Knight Warriors pop-up book, which 
went viral in 2015 when it was gradually 
released online throughout the month of 
August. Emily Knight I am. . . Awakened, 
the second book in the saga is nominated 
for a Carnegie Medal 2019 and shortlisted 
for London's Big Read 2019. 

A. Bello is an award-winning author and is 
regularly called to talk at schools, literary 
events and within the media. 



About the Author
EMILY KNIGHT I AM . . .

A. BELLO

How does it feel to be different and misunderstood? And who cares? 
Emily Knight is young and famous, self-aware and intelligent. But 
what if the one thing that makes Emily different also makes her a 
target for evil? Can she defend herself. . . and everything she loves? 

A.Bello breaks boundaries with this gritty and gripping fantasy 
novel.

*Book 1 in the series:
Emily Knight I am. . .
Emily Knight I am. . . Awakened
Book 3 out Spring 2020

*PR for this author/book includes Cosmopolitan, Female First, 
The British Blacklist, The Bookseller, The Authors Podcast, London 
Post, BookBrunch, The Bookseller, London Live TV.

Release date: June 2017

ISBN Paperback: 9780995780606

Category: Middle Grade/Teen

RRP: £7.99

Page count: 208

Rights: World

A.Bello is a London Book Fair 2018 Trail-
blazer winner from in London, A. Bello 
first began writing the first of the popular 
Emily Knight saga at aged 12 with the 
intention of filling the gaping hole in  
children’s fiction for an inspirational, 
strong, black female, young protagonist. 
This gap, nearly 18 years later, remains in 
the publishing world despite continued 
calls for more BAME background authors 
and diversity within characters and plot 
lines.



Bestsellers , Award Winners . Nominations

Amazon Top 10 
Bestseller

Number 1  
bestseller on Amazon 

and Waterstones

Nominated for  
The People’s Book 
Prize 2019 for best 

non-fiction

Number 1 
relationship bestseller 

on Amazon and 
Waterstones

Winner of London’s 
Big Read 2019

Nominated for the 
Carnegie 2019

Nominated for  
The People’s Book 
Prize 2018 for best 

fiction

Nominated for  
The People’s Book 
Prize 2019 for best  

non-fiction 



Backlist Titles

Title: The ManScript

Authors: Julia Keys and Jacqui Coles

Release date: May 2018

ISBN Paperback: 9781999805333

Category: Self Help, Relationships

RRP: £12.99

Page count: 208

Rights: World

Title: Goodby Daisy

Author: Stephanie Nimmo

Illustrator: Helen Braid

Release date: December 2018

ISBN: 9781999805371

Category: Picture Book, Illness

RRP: £7.99

Page count: 32

Rights: World

Title: Was This In The Plan

Author: Stephanie Nimmo

Release date: September 2017

ISBN Paperback: 9780995780620

Category: Memoir

RRP: £12.99

Page count: 208

Rights: World
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